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INTRODUCTION 

Bones, apart from their marrow functions and their func- 

tions as mineral depots, serve the body as rigid structural 

members. As such they protect the central nervous system 

and the cranial, thoracic and pelvic viscera; they support 

and give form to the body mass, and they serve as the essen- 

tial levers in the rotational movements of the body segments. 

As mechanical structures, they lie within fields of force. They 

may react t o  given force vectors either actively through 

movement or passively, within the limits of their strength, 

by offering resistance. 

A perfectly rigid body, however, is an abstraction, and 

various structural materials zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- such as cement,  WOO^, or steel 

- differ greatly in properties such as strength, toughness, 

elasticity, brittleness and yielding or plastic properties. It 
is not yet feasible to  define the properties of osseous material 

in all parameters in the way that many engineering materials 

are known. Until this knowledge is available, it will not be 

possible t o  make reasonably complete and discriminative 

correlations between hone morphology and bone properties. 

Our task, here, is the examining of test samples of human 

hone to determine certain properties and how they vary in 

different axes. Compact bone will be shown to be non-iso- 

tropic - that is, it does not have the same physical properties 

in every direction. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Literafure.  Previous studies on the physical properties of 

samples of compact bone have h e n  limited to the large bones 

of the free extremities. Since all work has involved test 

samples from dead material under diff erent conditions, all 

results must be viewed only as approximations of the propel*- 

ties of living hone. Wertheim (1847), as  the first modern 

worker, measured the strength and elasticity of test speci- 

mens from several lturnan bones. liaubei. (1876), in an i n -  

portant definitive monograph, reported studies 011 the density, 

strength and elasticity, among other features, of fresh human 

and mammalian bone. Fresh, in this connotation, implies 

merely recent and unpreserved material, since the prepa- 

ration and testing of samples from a bone require an appre- 

ciable time post-mortem. Hiilsen (1898, abstract by Schaffer, 

1898) dealt with the elasticity and strength of fresh animal 

hone including hurnaii. Over zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR half-century spaii, little 

additional information accrued. Koch zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA( '17) determined no 

properties other than specific gravity from test pieces of a 

human femur preparation. Hallermann ( '35) measured prop- 

erties of beef bone. l larique ('45) tested pieces of presumably 

dry  skeleton femur for strength and elasticity. 

More recently in this country, preserved tibia1 and femoral 

bone from the dissecting room was tested for specific gravity, 

tensile and compressive strength and modulus of elasticity 

by Carothers, Smith and Calabrisi ('49). I n  addition, Cala- 

brisi and Smith ( 51) showed that embalming ordinarily 

weakened the strength of bone, and that very small test speci- 

mens gave as  valid strength data as larger specimens. Evans 

and 1,el)on. ( '51 ) studied tensile and shear strength, ten silt^ 

modulus of elasticity, Roclrwell hardness, and percentage 

elongation under tension on test samples from preserved- 

cadaver lower-extremity bones. The latter study has shown 

that certain properties of bone differ regionally in the femur 

and tibia. More recently, Evans and Lebow ( ' 5 2 )  reported 

continuations of their studies on tensile testing of bone. Test 

specimens from femora, tibiae and fibulae were tested for 

tensile strength, percentage elongation and energy absorbing 
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capacity. Both i .e~ioiial diffcrenccs in thcse pi*opei.ties aiid 

differences between the types of bone were recognized. Neither 

tensile strength nor percentage elongation showed a consistent 

trend relative to age. Drying of test specimens reduced per- 

centage elongation and energy absorption values but increased 

tensile strength. 

Though Raubei.’s classical woi.k and that of IIiilheii J V P ~ Y  

for years the definitive studies on the properties of human 

bone, they are  inadequate by present standards, and further 

researches are  warranted. Rauber zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA’s strength tests and his 

elasticity modulus studies appear to have been derived from 

bones from test groups of only 4 or 5 individuals. His com- 

parisons of wetted versus dried bone, or  warmed versus cooled, 

were on very small samples. The same was true of his 

parallel-to-fiber arid cross-iiber tests. (The terms parallel to 

fiber arid cross fiber are  based on the predominantly longi- 

tudinal orientation of IIaversian systems and fiber means 

much the same as “grain” in wood.) The older testing 

machines ~7e re  cumbersome devices. IZauber ’s elasticity modu- 

lus values, for example, were derived from data on bending. 

Moreover, i t  has been largely since Rauber’s day that the 

labile and plastic aspects of living bone have been recognized. 

Evidence (Murray, ’36; X’einmann and Sicher, ’47) is now 

a t  hand to show that over days, weeks or months, living bone 

may change its gross or microscopical morphology in response 

to growth, to dietary factors, to hormonal influences, to dis- 

ease, to injury, to disuse, arid to persistent forces. The extent 

to which physical properties may be correlated with such 

morphological changes is, however, speculative. 

MATERIAL 

Our data are  from cleaned and dried adult macerated 

skeletal preparations of a number of femora (31) tibiae (10) 

and humeri (5) from the osteological collection at the Uni- 

versity of Michigan. No data on age, sex, race or method of 

preparation were available on the selected bones. Medium 
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to large size adult bones were taken at random except for 

avoidance of obvious pathology. Specimens of compacta for 

tension tests were of two types: lathe-cut spindles 5 to 6 

inches long and approaching a quarter inch thickness w c i ~  
shaped with a two-inch middle span of reduced section having 

a 1.5 to 2 tenths inch diameter (fig. l a )  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA; 01- rectangular prisms 

of similar length and thickness were machined with a cor- 

respondingly reduced middle section. The routine compres- 

sion specimens (fig. l b )  were columns of rectangular or 

circular section having a length thickness ratio of 7 : 1. 

Specimens were cut from the middle thirds of the hones, ordi- 

narily from the anterior face or sides where the thickest 

possible straight piece could be taken. Test pieces, sawed 

from the bones and machined to shape, were examined as 

they were - “dry”-- or after soaking in water overnight 

t o  24 hours - “wet.” Test pieces from one middle-aged male, 

unpreserved but refrigerated for some days, constituted our 

only “fresh” specimens. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
El ( I S  t zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAi c  1) r’o zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1 )  c zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAr t i ( 1  s 

Bone, like other solid structural materials, is not perfectly 

rigid; a bar of bone under tension is elongated and a bar in 

compression is shortcried as loads a re  applied. The amount 

of change in length due to either leiigtheninq 01’ shoi*tening 

under loading is known as strain, and it is measured as the 

ratio of the change to the original dimension in which the 

change occurred. The total deforming force divided by a 

cross-section area of the material is known as the stress a t  

that section. A material is considered to he perfectly elastic 

and may be said to obey Hoolte’s law if a series of successive 

stresses of different value cause deforming strains which are  

proportional to the stresses. 

This relationship for bone is illustrated in figure la.  A 
test spindle of dry compact bone, machined with a reduced 

middle section, was gripped at each end in an  engiiiccriiig 
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testing machilie.’ The niachiiie, as controlled, slowly cserted 

an end-to-end pull (tension) on the specimen, and the tensile 

force at any instant was registered on a dial gage. The 

total tension force at any momeiit divided by the minimum 

cross-sectional area of the reduced section represented the 

tensile stress active at this region of the spindle. 

Tension values well bclow the breaking stress caused an 

elastic elongation or stretching of the bone, especially in 

the narrowed region. The amount of increase in length 

(tensile strain) was measured hy a sniall gage which was 

fixed along a standard span or  gage length of the rcduced 

section. Two extensometers, one on each side of the reduced 

section, compensated for possible eccentricities in the loading 

of the test piece and thus gave more consistent records than 

one gage alone. Both one- and two-gage records have been 

made in tests referred to later. 

Figure l a  (solid line) shows a plot of thr  tensile strain 

values for dry bone that parallel a series of selected values 

of tcwsile foi.ce zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA-- plotted in tcli.iiis of htix . The 5ti .aiqhl 

line region (0 to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA)  indicates a proportionality of stress 

aiid s t i~ i in  iii line n.itli I-Toolte’s lan.. The upricimo-t 1 

beyond the proportional limit (A) show a deviating curve 

(A to X) before the breaking of the bone (at X).  This devia- 

tion froni the curve of proportionality (0 to A’) indicates 

that the bone was stretched more proportionately hy the 

higher stresses than by those in the lower elastic range. 

Noreover, such excessive stretching permanently altered or 

damaged the bone. This alteration of elastic stretching he- 

ginning at the proportional limit involved stresses ahout half 

the value of those which broke the bone. 

Various s tandard testing niacliines accoi ding t o  the  prohleni a t  Imnd weie 

used in tlie experiments : ~aldwi i i -Southnnr l [  Unireisal, ,4nisler Unireisnl, Sonn 
t a g  ITniveisaI, Dillon Tciisile Tester, and Olsen UniT ersal. In general, a loading 

iate c>f approxin i :~ te l~  200 Ibs. per square inch per minute zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA\\:is used f o r  the  modulus 

tests in this study, and approximately 400 11)s. per minute f o r  tlie s t rength tests. 

* Three types of extensometer, o i  sti:riii gage, were used ill experinients: Porter-  

Lipp, I lupgrnbeigei ,  or Tnckei n ~ a n n .  
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I I I 1 1 . 1  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
0 .001 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA,005 

The dashed curve, representing wet bone, in  tension shows 

an  elastic range (0-Aj like dry  bone, but as  the spindle 

elongated further toward its Breaking point (X)  the pro- 

portionality between stress and strain ended earlier though 

again at a proportional limit about half the breaking stress. 

Beyond this proportional limit, each later increment in  stress 

i 
0 .001 ,005 .o 10 

caused cscessive yielding and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
TENSION 

permanent plastic deformation. 
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I n  both the straight part  of the curve and in the deviating 

plastic region, greater strains were produced than in dry 

bone by a given stress. 

The curve for wet bone in compression (fig. l b )  is again 

similar to those discussed. The curve shows an  elastic range 

( to  A),  a proportional limit about half the breaking strength, 

and an inelastic range prior to failure. The stresses for a 

given strain for bone in compression were somewhat higher 

than those for wet bone in tension but they were about the 

same as  those for dry bone in tension. If, in the situations 

illustrated, the tensile or compressive forces were released 

within the straight line portion of the curves, the bone re- 

sumed its normal length. Furthermore, repeated tests on a 

given specimen produced essentially duplicate curves zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- as 

long as  stresses were not raised above the proportional limit. 

If a stiffer material, such as granite, were similarly tested 

in compression and brought through the same stress range, i t  

would show less strain for corresponding stresses (fig. l b ) .  

The straight line of the steeper curve (for granite) again 

implies that  the strain was proportional to the stress. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA 
more limber material (cedar wood) also showed the charac- 

teristic proportionality over the first part  of its compressive 

stress-strain curve. The slope of the straight-line portion 

of the curve, however, was lower. I n  order to compare - in 

either tension or compression - the elasticity of one material 

that  obeys Hooke’s law with another, i.e., to compare the 

straight line parts of the curves, a factor that  implies the 

stiffness of the material is convenient. The standard measure 

of this factor, known as the elasticity modulus (Young’s 

modulus), has heen co:iveiltionally expressed as  the amount of 

stress (force per unit area) theoretically required to produce 

a unit strain in the material through purely elastic deforma- 

tion. This notation, of course, is only a mathematically extra- 

polated relationship. For  instance, if a material of given 

stiffness on testing within its elastic range yields .001 in. per 

inch of original length when stressed by 2000 psi (pounds 

per squa1.e inch cross section), the ratio of these values may 
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be expressed arbitrarily as 2,000,000 psi ( o r  2.0 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAx psi) 

for  a strain of 1 in. per inch of original length - even though 

the material in pmctice might fail long before such a theo- 

retical strain value could be realized. A stiffer material, then, 

would have a iiumcrically higher modulus than 2.0 x lo6 p i  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 The motlulus of clnsticity of test san~ples  of colllpact bone - dry and 

wet, in teiisioii and in con1~1~wsio1i - is show1 on n Iogarithnric. Il lot .  hvcr:rges of 

prescwt ih t a  and recolds f rom the literature :ire indicaated by short horizontal 

lilies ; onc, two  and thwe stalii1:rt.d deviations, respectively, nrc sho\~11 by the  

short, inediuiii and long vertical lines that intersect. The list at the riglit shows 

the relative nioduli of tlic substaiiccs indicatccl. 

arid a more limber material would be lower. Elasticity modu- 

lus, expressed in terms of psi ( o r  I<g/mm2, etc.), is the 

accepted measure of that stiffness o r  1irnl)ei-ness that would 

be crudely perceived as resistance if uniform splinters of 

various materials were bent or stretched in the fingers. Bctn- 

ally the conditions of test -- tension, bending, conipression, 

ctc. - are  specified in comparing moduli. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the standard values of the modulus 

of elasticity for a number of common ma te i* i a l~ ,~  plotted in 

order of magnitude along a vertical logarithmic scale. Mate- 

rials of higher modulus are  plotted toward the top of the 

figure. In comparison, our average elasticity modulus values 

f o r  bone are  plotted as short transverse lines. The three 

vertical lines that transect each transverse line represent 

raiiges of one sigma (shortest vertical line), zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 c ,  and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3 c  

(longest line). Two groups of data a re  summarized for each 

type of test;  in those designated “1,” strains were measured 

r r m i a  1 

Aveiagc zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBArlior1ulii.s of ela.sticit!l atid stantlai~7 rlevintions of bone samples 
tested in cowipwssion aiid i i ~  tension 

\IODI’T11.4 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAO F  E1.1ITICITY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA__- T Y P E  OF STRESS 
- ____ 

Compression 2 Gages zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAYO 1 Gage KO. 

I h y  1,onc 2.60 & .167 X l o 6  ( 5 )  2.53 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAi .301 X 10‘ (6 )  

Wet bone 2.06 t .117 X 10” ( 5 )  2.04 t .290 X 10‘ (5) 

Tcnsion 

1)ry bone 2.69 -i- .420 X (10) 2.86 k . 6 l2  X loo  (12)  
ivet belle 1.73 & . I28  X loG ( 7 )  1.77 I. .232 X 10’ ( 3 )  

by but oiie cxtensonietcr, while the better and less variahle 

data designated “ 2 ”  involved the use of two esteiisometers 

for the measurement of strains on each test piece. Our niodn- 

lus values a re  shown in table 1. 

It will he seen that dry skeletal bone in both tension and 

compression has an  elasticity modulus average between 2.5 

and 3.0 million psi and, thus, it has elastic properties coin- 

parable to the stiffest woods in tmsion, and to rolled lead, 

concrete, common brick or sandstone in compression. TYet  
adult bone in compressioii showed about a half million psi 

lower elasticity modulus than dry bone ; while, in tension, 

l l lnl l ( ’47) ; Wangnard ( ’SO). 
Sources of modulus data plottcd: Timoslienko and 1facCnllough ( ’46) ; TIodg 
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wet bone averaged ahout zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR million psi lowei* zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA-- in the range 

of the moderately hard woods (dry).4 

It may be noted (fig. 2) that  Marique's two values for 

tension modulus correspond with ours for dry hone as do 

the determinations on preserved cadaver bone of Carothers, 

Smith and Calabrisi ( f o r  compression) and of Evans and 

Lebow (for Rauber's data for both dry and wet 

bone, however, are  higher. The Evans and Lebow ('51) 

averages on wet bone in tension (2.27 x ]OF psi) though 

nearly a half million below values for dry bone mere still 

higher than our equivalent data (1.73 X loF psi). The rela- 

tively low modulus values of our wet-bone data, especially 

in  tension, a re  undoubtedly to be attributed to the low soft 

tissue content and altered colloidal properties of cleaned 

skeletal bones. They should, howcver, define the lowest 

reasonable elastic modulus for  normal living adult bone in 

much the way that dry bone modulus values define an  upper 

limit. 

The average elastic modulus of living bone, if available, 

would probably fall near or just above the wet bone level. 

An estimate based on the data of figure 2, assembled from 

both our series and those listed by other investigators, would 

suggest that  a 2.0- to 2.5-million psi modulus (with a 3 s 

spread above and below of about a million) would be rea- 

sonable for normal adult bone. The range indicated would 

assume the employment of paired extensometers. I\leasure- 

ments upon samples from a specific region of a given type 

of bone might well show less variation (Evans and Lebow, 

'51), but such values may be misleading as a working measure 

for the stiffness of compacta in a general sense since all 

other groups of data have shown a wide and often unempha- 

Extensi\e investigations have shown tha t  the elasticity modulus of mrions 

woods decreases with increased moisture content (cf. Wangaard, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA' 3 0 ) .  

j Tabulations of data by the various investigators when in the metric system 

have been converted t o  the Englisli system. The data have heen treated statis- 

tically by us where possible and these data mere plotted. 

appioxiinately n two sigma r : inp .  

The range of data of Ev:tns and Lebow ('51) (fig. 2) may he considered as 
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sized range. Living bone, if it is more like wet bone than 

like dry  bone, should also be expected to be somewhat more 

limber in tension than in compression. 

It should be recalled that, accompanying the lower elastic 

modulus for wet bone, the stress a t  the proportional limit 

was less than for  dry bone. Furthermore, the stress at the 

proportional limit was less for  wet bone in tension than for 

wet bone in compression. This implied that, for wet bone, 

permanent plastic deformation or  mechanical deterioration 

at a molecular level began at a lower stress for tension than 

for compression. A t  a given critical stress level, then, a wet 

whole straight bone subjected to bending could have normal 

elastic bone on the concave or  compressive side, while on the 

tensile side the bone may already have begun to deteriorate 

plastically. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
E!asIicit?j zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAin  different ( z w s  

Flat  plates of bone having appropriate size for  testing and 

a more or less uniform fiber direction may be machined from 

the tibia or  from the popliteal face of the femur; and, though 

these may be compressed end-on (longitudinally) and side- 

wise (tangentially), comparable tests in a radial direction 

cannot be measured because the dimension is too small. Ac- 

cordingly, another approach to comparing the modulus of 

elasticity in different axes was devised. Small cubes of bone 

(.15 to .2 in. on a side) were accurately machined from the 

anterior par t  of the middle region of 4 femora and from 

the medial face of the mid-region of three humeri. I n  each 

instance, the upper and lower ends, the external and internal 

surfaces and the lateral faces of each cube were marked 

differentially so that the cubes could be oriented in  a testing 

machine (1) for longitudinal !end-to-end or parallel to fiber) 

conipmsion, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA( 2) for radial (external - medulla) comp~*essioii 

and (3) for tangential compression. 

The small size of the cubes called for  a specialized device 

for transmitting forces. Figure 3 shows a cube of bone (B)  
resting upon the supporting anvil (A )  of a rectangular jig 
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( J )  which lay upon the testing-machine base (TAIB). Com- 

pressive movements of the testing-machine head (TJIH) were 

transmitted to the bone by the sliding plunger (P).  Paired 

(Tuckei.mann) esteiisoirieter gages zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(E) were fitted along an 

inch span covering (1’) the lower part  of the steel plunger 

rod, (€3) the hone cube, and ( A )  the upper part  of tlie <up- 

port rod ; n.ith this ari*ang:‘cnient, a composite strain value 

Fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA;3 l’lic nrraiigc~iient used in testing rubes of compact bone i n  conipressioii. 

,T is a jig having :it zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA.I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA:I fixrtl anvil ant1 a t  I’ :I Iirova1,le plunger; a cul)e of bonc, 

13, rests bctweii 4 and I’ ant1 cxtcnsonieter g:igrs, E-I<, span a length of both 

h i e  and strel. The jig rests upon the p1:itforiii base, T M H ,  of a testing macliine, 

Thl, and pressure is  tlaiisniittrd tlrrougli iiioveinent of the  testing iiinchine liead, 

TMII. 

mas indicated by the gages, representing both a span of 

steel aiid the height of the bone cube. The strain over the 

span of the steel rod covered by the estensometei~ - i.e., one 

iiicli minus the cube height -- was deducted from the com- 

posite sti*uin valuc. The i*csidnal ~ h c ,  ic. ,  strain wloiiq 

the vertical diinensiori of the bone cube, was plotted against 

the appropriate stress to produce a stress-strain curve for 

tlie bone alone. From this, the modulus of elasticity was 
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computed. Tests made in this way upon a number of specimeii 

cubes from a give11 bone were compared according to whethcr. 

the cubes were compressed longitudinally, radially or tan- 

gentially. 
TABIAE zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

ElnstLc inodulus zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAvn zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAthree am's 
Modulus of bony cubes compressed in each of three axes 

LOSGITUDINAI .  AXIS RADIAL zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAXIS T A N G E N T I A L  AXIS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
- .  

Modulus (multiply by l o8)  M d u l u s  (multiply hy 10") Modulus (multiply by 10") 
- _ _ ~  

Femur (dry)' zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
1.6i (= 1 0 0 7 ~ )  1.48 (89%)' 1.22 ( 7 3 % ) -  
1.96 (= 10070) 1.09 ( 5 6 % )  1.23 ( 6 3 % )  

1.54 (100%) .92 (60%) .96 (62%) 

1.92 (100oJo) .67 (33%) .94 (49%) 

Huiiierus (dry)'  

2.05 (100%) .83 ( 4 1 % )  .99 ( 4 8 % )  

1.86 (100%) .88 (47%) .GO (32% ) 

1.29 (100%) 5 5  (43% 1 .95 ( 7 3 % )  

Average 

1.756 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAt .372 = (100%) .916 .301 ( 5 2 % )  .912 k .224 ( 5 2 7 0  1 

Wet bones - average 

1.262 IL ,231 (= 100%) .546 % ,117 ( 4 3 % )  ,608 t .203 (18%)  

Wet boiiex - yo of dry, longitnilinal average 

(72%) (31%) 

Wet bones - yo of dry ~noclulus for  bone similarly conrpresseil 

( 3 5 % )  

( 6 7 % )  
~~ - .  

( 7 2 % )  (60%) 

* Each figure below represents average determinations from :I given bone. 

Per  cent of compression along longitudinal axis. 

Table 2 shows the average elasticity modulus f o r  citbes 

from 7 bones in longitudinal compression and the comparable 

values for radial and tangential compression. In  all, 63 cuhcs 

of dry bone were tested - 9 from each of the 7 source bones ; 
the cubes were assorted into three test groups of 21 cubes 

-three from each hone -and the cubes of each of the three 

test groups were tested in a given axis. In  the table, the 

average modulus for each unit of three cubes receiving 
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identical testing treatment was tabulated both according to 

the bone from which the cubes were cut and according t o  the 

compression direction. Fo r  all the bones that were com- 

pressed longitudinally (left column of table zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa ) ,  an  average 

elasticity modulus of 1.756 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAx lo6 psi was found. I n  contrast, 

it will be noted that both the radial and tangential groups 

had much lower elasticity moduli ; in fact, both transverse 

averages were the same, i.e., zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA52.h of the longitudinal modulus. 

Figure 4 shows graphically the average relative stiffness 

of dry  bone in the three axes as  indicated by modulus of 

elasticity data. As in the earlier tests on longer columns 

of bone in  compression, the cubes showed considerable varia- 

bility, as shown both by the recorded standard deviation and 

by the differences in the modulus measurements f o r  indi- 

vidual bones. 

In addition, 31 cubes, three from each bone, were tested 

wet. One cube from each bone was tested in  longitudinal 

Compression, one was tested radially and the other was coni- 

pressed tangentially. I n  longitudinal compression, the aver- 

age wet bone was less stiff (lower modulus) than the average 

dry bone, i.e., 72%) of the dry modulus (cf. fig. 4) .  (The 
comparable value for  our’ longer test columns of wet bone 

in compression, shown in table 1, was 80% of the dry  modulus.) 

Radial arid tangential tests compared to longitudinal on the 

wet cubes showed an  ovcn lower. modulus of elasticitv thaii 

did dry tests. When the averages of wet transversely-com- 

pressed groups were compared with wet cubes compressed 

longitudinally, they were found to be only 43% and 48% of 

the latter (fig. 4). When compared with dry bone compressed 

longitudinally, they were about a third as stiff (31% and 

35%). Again, where the wet bone in longitudinal compression 

showed 7274 of the dry  modulus for longitudinal compression, 

wet bone in radial compression showed 60% of the dry  radial 

value, while wet tangential tests showed 67% of the elasticity 

iiiodulus of dry tanycntial tests. 

The figures for average elasticity modulus on dry cubes 

were almost the same for  both radial compression and for 
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tangential compression. The variability of the individual 

tests, however, was considerable. Because of the similarity 

of the averages of radial and tangential moduli and the high 

standard deviation, no significant difference between radial 

and tangential elasticity has been demonstrated. This was 

true also f o r  wet bone. 

The essential feature in tests of compression along the 

three perpendicular axes, then, was that while no difference zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

JG. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR A D .  TANG ~ LONG. 
- D R Y  - W E T  

Fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4 niagra~iiiiintic coml):irison of the :Iverage zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAmodulus of elasticity of c u l m  

of roinliact bone when compressed in a longitudinal (LONG.), in a radial (RAD.) 
or  in :L tangential (TANG.) direction. Data f o r  dry cubes of bone and for  wet 
cubes a re  indicated. 

showed in the elasticity modulus along axes perpendicular 

to the bony fibers, the modulus for this transverse compression 

was much less than for compression parallel to the fibers. 

Compression perpendicular to fibers for dry bone was almost 

half (5270) the value for compression parallel to fibers; for 

wet bone, the modulus for transverse compression averaged 

43-48% of that f o r  compression parallel to the fibers. No 

equivalent data appear to  be in the literature though a tacit 

assumption that bone is more resistant along fiber axes has 
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been implied by workers using the “split-line” technique 

and concerned with the architecture of the trajectorial pat- 

terns of the fibrous structure of bone (Benninghoff, ’25, ’34; 

Siepel, ’48). 

A glance at the elasticity modulus for longitudinal coni- 

pression for  the cubes (table a),  on the one hand, compared 

with the columns of table 1, on the other, shows notably lower 

figures for the former measurements, i.e., cube modulus was zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
k 61% of column modulus. This numerical difference appears 

to be due, not to sampling differences in test specimens, but 

to different length to cross-section ratios. This assumption 

was checked by comparisons of a new set of cubes from 4 

femora with short columns ( 2  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAx cube height) and long columns 

from the same bones. The short columns in  every instance 

(8  values) showed a modulus that was intermediate between 

the cube and long-column moduli. The difference in value 

between our cube and long-column modulus, however, is irrele- 

vant to the central observations here dealing with a compari- 

son, under strictly comparable conditions, of relative moduli 

due to the compression applied to the opposed faces of cubes 

in three mutually perpendicular axes. 

Tension moduli in different axes cannot be tested in a 

comparable fashion on small samples. Suggestive data, how- 

ever, on dry  spindles from 7 tibiae were obtained from torsion 

tests. These showed a torsional (shear) modulus of 807,000 

k 72,000 (1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 )  psi. I n  these torsion tests one end of a cylin- 

drical spindle specimen was held firmly and the other end 

was tuixed or twisted. If a sniall square wei*c to be marked 

on the cylindrical surface with two sides parallel to  the axis, 

it can be shown that one diagonal would have stretched and 

the other diagonal would have compressed. This torsional 

modulus is proportional to the tensile modulus of the material 

along the diagonals discussed. The tensile modulus thus fig- 

ured is 2.5 times 807,000 psi or  about 2,020,000 psi. This 

modulus value for dry bone in  this oblique direction is to 

be compared with the average values (table 1) of 2,600,000 
in comppression and 2,690,000 psi in tension where the force 
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mas applied parallel zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAl o  the fibers. The relatively low torsion 

modulus found in comparison with those for longitudiiial 

tension or compression reflects a lower stiffness in axes other 

than (oblique to) the longitudinal. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
T e n  ,c zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAil e c ( n  d zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAGO zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA777 pr zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAcssiv P s t r ciag t 11 

The ultimate tensile strength is the final stress borne hy a 

test specimeii a t  the moment it fails and In-ealis under a 

tension load. Similarly, the ultimate compressive strength is 

the compressive stress at failure. Table 3 summarizes our 

data for the tensile and compressive strengths of bone, and 

IK COJIPRBSSIOS ULTINATE STRESS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAU NO. 

~ ~~ ~~~~~ 

111.y bone 5 , 6 8 0  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAt 4i40 psi (38) 

n.et bonc zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA13,ii5 t 3880 psi (2’9) 
_. . 

i S  T E S S I O S  

l h y  1)OilC~ 17,090 2 3940 psi (11.) 

\vet bone 11,428 t 1.540 ])si (14) 
.. . . 

figure 5 shows the relation of these data to those of previous 

investigators and to the standard values for common struc- 

tural  materials. 

The compressive strength of dry  bone (according to our 

data and to those also of Rauber, of Carothers, Smith and 

Calabrisi, arid of Calabrisi and Smith) average close to 

25,000 psi and the 3-0 range is roughly t 10,000 psi. The 

individual Hiilsen and l larique figures a re  consistent with 

the above average. Fo r  wet bone, however, the compressive 

stiwigth is less. In Rauhci*’s 1 spccirnel1s, it averaged less 

also. Calabrisi and Smith indicated that embalmed bone was 

ordinarily slightly weaker than the fresh bone. 

Tlie lrcciit moik on tensile streiigtli bp E i a n s  :ind Lebow (’31) is shown in 

Iiistograiiis and  thus it does n o t  lend itself t o  ilxluslon in this sumlmry. 
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For  both wet and dry  bone, the compressive strength fell 

iii the range of averages for the sti*onger types of building 

stone ; it  was definitely weaker than the common construction 

nietals but was stronger than brick, concrete and the strongest 

of woods. Dry bone averaged stronger than granite but, liltc 

wood, bone was stronger dry than when wet (green). 

Dry bone (except in the data of Carothers, Smith and 

('alabrisi which showed higher values than other studies) 

I GARB STEEL (T) 

* CARB. STEEL (C) --I PRESENT DATA 

GRANITE (C) 
PIG HICKORY T) 
CAST IRON zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(4) 
SLATE (C) 
BL WALNUT (TI 

5 - WH. PINE (C) 

4 * BRICK (C) 

* CONCRETE IC) 

Fig. 5 Stresses a t  failuie of eonipact bone, froni present data and froni the 

literature, are shown on a logaritliinic scale. Dry and wet bone and the conditions 

of tension or eoinpressioii arc included. The lengths of the vertical lines indicate 

ranges of one, two, and t h i  ee standard tleviations and the short intersecting hori- 

zontal lines represent :iverages. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAr\ t the right are indicated the strengths a t  fniluw 

of some representntire materials. 

averaged in tension just over 15,000 psi-a figure about 

10,000 psi less than the equivalent compression value. It was 

thus in the strength range of the strongest woods (dry)  and 

the weaker structural metals. The 3-0 range for dry bone 

in tension was 10,000 psi. The tension data of figure 5 indi- 

cate also that \vet horie was 3,000 to 5,000 psi less strong 

than dry bone. 

\\'hen our averagcl teiisile and compressive strengths were 

compared, bone appeared to be less stronq in teniioii than 
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in compression, and this difference showed wheii either wet 

or dry tests were compared. The average relative strengths 

are  shown graphically in figure 6. I n  tension, wet bone was 

roughly 5,000 psi weaker than in cornpression, whilcl d1-y 

bone was weaker in tension by 8,000 psi (or 4,000 psi in data 

of Carothers, Smith and Calabrisi). This difference in tensile 

and compressive strengths contrasted markedly with wood, 

where tensile strength is notably greater than compressive 

strength. 

COMI? zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBATENS. COMP TENS. 

- D R  Y-  - W E T -  
Fig. 6 Diagrams showing the relative strength at failure of test pieces of 

rompact bone --wet or dry -when compressed or tensed to the  breaking point. 

The distinction in tensile and compressive strength values 

(fig. 6) points to a notable feature regarding bone. The 

ultimate tensile and compressive strengths refer, it should 

he recalled, to stress loads at failure - i.e., fractiirch. Where 

tensile strength is less than compressive strciigth as  ill hone, 

a rod of bone, subjected to pure bending till fracture, fails 

first on the tension sidp of the member, and the fi*adure 

progresses through to the opposite side of the cross section. 

Though the architecture of an  intact living tubular bone may 

be specialized to resist bending through increased cortex 



diameter, through thickening or increase of mass on the 

teiisioii side or through regional increase in  strength, these 

differences merely diminish stress values to which the bone 

is sul)jected. The h n e ,  nevertheless, if it fails in pure bending, 

does so liy a fracture beginning on the tension surface zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa s  
loiig as  the tensile strength of the material is less tlian its 

coniprcs s ive s t reng th. 

Data from Evans and Lclsow ('51, '52) show that the 

average teiisile strength of the lateral quadrant of the shaft 

of the femur (tho teiisile side for noiamal weight bearing) 

is relatively greater tlian that for the other quadrants. The 

diffeiwice in tciisilc strciig th of the l a t e i d  quadrant, h o w  

ever, l vas  but a few liuiidred psi above the weaker quadrants. 

Although equivalent compressive values were not indicated, 

the low range of tensile differences suggested no contra- 

dictory evidence affecting the general rclatioii between teiisilc 

and compressive strength at failure. The differences noted 

by Evans and Lebow must point to a fuiictional ni~cl i~nis i i i  

through which bone increases its density and reducei its 

bulk locally witliout rcducing its tensile strength. Studies 

on failure of ~7hole bones iii bending zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA( JIesserer, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1580 ; 
Carothers, Sniith aiid Calabrisi, '49 ; aiid Evans, Pedei.sen 

aiid Iissiicr, '51 ) indicate that failure is  in par t  c~splaiiied 

by the relative tciisilc weakness of bone. 

J h n s  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa i d  Lebow ( '51) have shown consistent and still 

iowei- ultimate shearing strength data (av. wet : 9,800 psi ; 

dry:  8,000 psi) for tests on bone perpendicular to thc long 

axis. Kauhei*'s single detci.minatioii, ho~vorei*, l v a s  liiqhci. 

- in his tension range - but f o r  shear parallel to fi1x~i.s 

his value was 7,200 psi. Though data on hone for shcni* 

parallel to fiber are grossly inadequate, the suggested rela- 

tive sht:ii~ iveakiicss of bone i.cc*\lls the i ~ i u c h  greatclr i*clatirc> 

weakness in mood (cf. Wangaard).  

Dry spindles f rom 6 tibiae when subjected to torsion about 

the longitudinal axis showed a torsional shear strength of 

10,633 r+- 1140 (1 G )  psi. This shear value, like those quoted 
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above, was below all of the avtwzge tensilc strength figui-cs 

for bone though the two ranges overlapped somewhat. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Compressive strength zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAim different axes 

The cubes of bone that were subjected to determinations of 

the elasticity modulus (table 2 and fig. 4) were compressed 

T.\BLE zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4 

Cowiprrssiee strmgt7r. in carious axes 

Compnriso~i of culics of compact I m i e  cwmpiessed in c:ic.h of tlnee ascs 

LONGITUDISAL AXIS 1 ~ t r n . u ~  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAXIS T l S G E S T I A L  A X I S  

Stresa zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(psa )  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA‘lo l o n g i t  

Fcmur (dry) 

33,450 27,907 (83%) 24,333 (72%) 
31,525 21,553 (69%) 22,100 (70%) 
27,317 17,483 (64%) 15,200 (56%) 
30,050 19,367 (63%) 19,433 (64%) 

Humerus (dry) 

26,583 17,167 (64%) 12,183 (45%) 

31,200 21,633 (67%) 18,900 (61% 

26,900 11,95 0 (44% 18,567 (69%) 

Avcrtlge (dry bones - 21 specimens in each group) 

29,575 -C 2580 

Average (met bones - 7 specimens in each group) 

19,007 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAf 3100 (= 100%) 

% of dry bone similarly compressed 

% of dry long. strength 

s t r e s ,  Stress ( p a b )  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA‘h l o n ~ l t  stress StresJ ( p s i )  

19,203 -t- 3139 (65 & 10.7%) 18,653 t 3064 (63 2 10.4%) 

16,988 f 4600 (= 89%) 15,336 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA5 2800 (= 82%) 

64% of dry long. 88% of dry rad. 80% of dry tang. 

64 % 57% 52% 

to failure. The stresses at  rupture (comprcssive strength) 

are summarized in table 4 and figure 7 .  The compressive 

strength f o r  the dry cubes from 7 bones where the force 

was applied parallel to  the fibers (i.e., longitudinally), varied 

from 25,000 to 33,850 psi ; thus, it corresponded with the aver- 

age to stronger dry columns of table 3. I n  this respect, bone 

did not show a difference in response such as that which 
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appeared in the comparison of modulus data derived from 

culxs or from columns; strength tests by Calabrisi and Smith 

also showed that very small test pieces gave data cornparablc 

to those derived from large specimens. 

The data of table zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4 and figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA7 show that the average 

strength of dry bone in radial compression is 65% of the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

- _ _ _  -- - 
LONG. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR A D .  TANG. LONG. R A D .  TANG. 
- D R Y  - W E T  

Fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA7 Bar diagrams of the relative strength a t  failure of cubes of compact 

bone - wet and dry - wlicn compressed longitudinally (LONG.), radially (RAD.) 
and tangentially (TANG.). 

strength for longitudinal compression. Tangential compres- 

sive strength was S3:+ of loiigitudinal strength. Thew avc1’- 

ages suggest that radial and tangential strength are nearly 

the same - about two-thirds of longitudinal compressive 

strength; a standard deviation, however, of over 10% indi- 

cates a considerable variability about the average figures. 

Characteristically, however, a consistently lower strength 

was shown in transverse compression compared t o  longi- 

tudinal. The stress values at failure for transverse compres- 

sion were in thc range of values for  dry columns in tension 

or wet columns in cornpression (cf. table 3). This was also 
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shown in Rauber 's three tests where, however, compression 

at a right angle to fibers ranged from 91% to 72% of the 

equivalent longitudinal values. 

The compressive strength tests showed wet bone to be 

significantly stronger in longitudinal compression than in 

transverse compression. In radial compression, wet bone 

had 89% of longitudinal wet bone strength; in tangential 

compression, the equivalent value was 82% of wet hone 

strength in longitudinal compression. W7et bone in longi- 

tudinal compression compared to similarly compressed dry 

bone showed about two-thirds (64%) the strength of dry 

bone zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA; wet bone in radial compression showed, however, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA887; 
of the dry bone strength in radial compression; and wet bone 

in tangential compression showed 80% dry bone tangential 

compression. When average radial compressive strength wet 

was compared with longitudinal strength dry, it showed 57% 

of the latter figure. Tangential strength was 5270 of the 

dry longitudinal compressive strength. Again, in view of 

the variability of the data, no assumption of a significant 

difference between radial and tangential strengths is war- 

ranted. 

The compacta of long bone was characterized by three 

mutually perpendicular coordinate axes which differed in 

strength. I n  view of the predominant longitudinal strength, 

which correspond with the principal direction of Haversian 

systems, bone is clearly non-isotropic, or  orthotropic. Bone 

in this respect is like wood. It should be noted, though, that 

in wood differential shrinkage due to the drying of lumber 

may cause checks in the radial direction or shakes tan- 

gentially along the growth rings, and these split-defects may 

weaken one axis more than the other to perpendicular loads. 

In clear test specimens of wood, however, either dry or 

green, if there are no such longitudinal cleavages, one side 

axis does not greatly differ from the other in transverse 

crushing strength (Wangaard) . Bone, again, in this respect 

also appears to  be like wood. 
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It was of interest to examine the faces of the cubes after 

compressive failure for evidence of fracture. Sometimes, in 

specirncns not showiiig c I c H I ~ ~ ~ ,  a drop of oil pluccd 011 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa culw 

face cleared the bone so that air trapped in a fracture crevice 

showed as a white contrasting line. On examination, the 84 

specimens, after testing, could be separated on the basis 

of fracture pattern into two groups that corresponded to 

the direction of compression: (1) zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa group subjected to longi- 

tudinal pressure and ( 2 )  the remainder which failed in either 

radial or tangential compression. In  both groups, the failure 

due to compression was a shearing failure in which one part  

of the cube slipped zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAcn  "rzassc relative to another par t  along 

one or  more oblique slip planes. As show711 in figure 811, the 

first group, although somewhat variable in detail, showed an 

oblique cleavage ; one extremity of the fracture slip, plane 

ran along o r  adjacent to one of the edges at a compression 

face, and the oblique shear plane extended through the bone 

at a steep angle, roughly zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA30" to the perpendicular, to the 

middle of the compression face opposite (fig. 8 s ) .  At  times, 

the fracture plane was biased so that  a corner piece rather 

than a whole side was sheared from the main piece. The 

fracture line was often jagged, irregular or doubly cleaved. 

I n  contrast, under radial or tangential compression, two 

shear planes, both relatively smooth-faced, began at or near 

opposite edges of compression faceq - always at edges par- 

allel to fibers - and these fracture planes extended through 

the cul)c as siiiqle zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 1 '  doublc 45' shear planes (fiq. XB). On 

the end sections, the two shear planes showed an "X" crossing 

of the fracture planes near the middle of the face. No differ- 

ence could be observed between radial and tangential com- 

pression failures. It should be noted that the conditions of 

force application (figs. 8A, 8R) differ significantly only 

insofar as the orientation of the cubes affected the tests. 

The latter X-type shear failure involved much lower stress 

values. 

Figure 8C in  contrast shows a representative failure in a 

longer, i*cctangulai section, colunin of bone (.16 x zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 . 5  x .8 in.) 
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subjected to longitudinal compression. Testing machine pres- 

sure was continued longer than enough to cause initial failure 

so that the injury was exaggerated. Where the cube at 8A 

had a fracture running from end to end which was obviously zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

D zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
E 

Fig. 8 A,  The type of fracture shown when cul)cs of coiiipact bone have beeii 

B, The type of fracture a t  failure when cubes of boiic were compressed radially 

C, A reprcsentatiTe fracture in a eolumri of bone subjected to coinpression. 

D, Failurc in a column of hone showing longitudinal cloaragcs and crushing 

E, Fracture in  a coluiiin of hard mood showing similarities to  the failure a t  C. 

comp~essed longitudinally till failure. 

or tangentially. 

effects. 

affected by the plunger-anvil contact, the fracture of the 

column sought a region of inherent weakness between regions 

of stronger bone. The transverse rupture lines were some- 

what oblique, however. There was also evidence of splitting 

or tearing apart  in the transverse axes due to lateral cxpan- 
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sion accompanying the longitudinal compression. The material 

tended to split along the length of the Haversian columns 

leading to chip fragmentation. Finer correlations with the 

microscopic anatomy were not made. 

Figure 8D shows more prominent lengthwise cleavages 

and a secondary crushing effect superimposed on the shear 

injury and the loss of lateral cohesion. A comparable fracture 

of a small rectangular prism of hard wood at 8E, like bone, 

showed a generally oblique cleavage, chipping and splintering. 

Minor differences in pattern, splintering, etc., obviously reflect 

both differences in structural organization and intimate mc- 

chanical properties. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Since bone consists of both a formed protein matrix and 

a coextensive calcareous constituent, our specimens from 

cleaned and dried skeletal material are definitely altered 

relative to living bone. Our dry test specimens with both 

desiccated matrix and inorganic components existing as solids 

-but with an essentially unchanged Haversian bony mor- 

phology zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- provide a test material that is probably stiffer 

mechanically, elastic over a longer range and stronger than 

living bone. Such dry bone and other dry bone, whether pre- 

served or  merely mummified, should define maximum values 

not likely to  be exceeded by normal living bone. Conversely, 

soaking of such bone in water should provide an artificial 

degree of hydration - like soaked gelatin - without the nice 

physiological balance in colloidal properties found in life. 

To a degree, such test material should be closer to the proper- 

ties of living bone, hut the deterioration of the formed soft- 

tissue elements of the Haversian canals and excess hydration 
should bring forth lower values for the mechanical constants. 

The span, therefore, between dry and wet determinations 

should be of special biological interest. 
Up to its proportional limit, bone returns to its original 

dimensions when it is unloaded. Beyond the proportional 

limit, it still has the ability to bear increasing loads, though 
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it is subject to permanent deformations of a plastic sort. 

Our tests and those of others have shown a wide range of 

variability in both stiffness and strength. Such variation 

reflects differences from one region to another in a given 

bone, differences for the same region from individual to indi- 

vidual, and possibly differences from one bone to another in 

an individual. Withal, the test values parallel to fiber, espe- 

cially in compression, are greater than for the common struc- 
tural hard woods. Bone with such properties in its elastic 

range, approximates more or less the rigid solid body re- 

quired for protection, support of weight and mechanical 

functioning. Under a common range of imposed forces, it 
is normally an efficient and competent material. 

Properties like strength, resilience and toughness come 

into the picture when bone is exposed to an exceptional range 

of stresses. The tests here show bone to be a unique material, 

since both wet and dry bone show less strength in tension than 

in compression. In  wet bone, furthermore, both the elasticity 
modulus and the proportional limit are less in tension also. 

This implies that when a bone bends on loading and acquires 

a deformation with a convex and a concave side, further 

bending will cause the convex surface to enter a range beyond 

its pi*oportional limit. Such bone on the convex tension sur- 

face of a member becomes plastic and deteriorates with 

further loading while the compressed bone on the concave 

side is still fully competent and is in its elastic range. When 

bending stresses are excessive, fracture will begin on the 

tension surface and travel through the bone to the compres- 

sion side. 

Since the work of Roux (1885, 1893) and Wolff (1892) i t  

has been almost axiomatic that living bone responds to  per- 

sistent forces and that it transforms and adapts its structure 

to altered conditions of loading. If bone deformations never 

exceed transient elastic changes due to loads borne within 

the elastic limit, structural changes in bone are clearly not 

responses to wear and tear.. The stimulus to transfoi*niatioii 
must be due to some interface reaction 01’ differential shear- 
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ing between an osseous surface and the adjacent soft tissues 

(Altmann, '50). If osteogenic processes are  directly respon- 

sive to physical stimuli, one niay expect then that new bone 

would be added to about the same degree on both conipwssed 

and tensed surfaces. On the other hand, if a bone subjected 

to bending has one side in tcnsion heyond the pi.oportioii:il 

limit, whil(1 the conipi*clss"cd side i.c~spoiitls according t o  H o o l r o  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA's 

laiv, the tensed side should provide a gi.eatcr physical stinin- 

lus than the compressed side. 

I n  either instance, whether tensile 01' compressive stimuli 

are  similar or whether tensile stimuli are greater, the situa- 

tion should be visualized at a microscopic level. As wen 

histologically, the niost recent lamellae at bony surfaces form 

an  osteoid coating that serves as  a substrate to osteoblasts 

and as a site for matrix calcification. It must have mechanical 

properties different from (probably more limber than) those 

found in the deeper, fully calcified bone. Interposed between 

soft tissues and older bone, uncalcified oateoid must diffuse 

stresses according to i ts  properties, and it inay be a factor 

of significance in determining the extensiveness of regional 

osteogenic responses to strains or forces. 

One might expect, by analogy with other materials, that 

loading of long duration or  intermittent loading near the 

proportional limit might cause living bones to yield and show 

a plastic deformation called "creep." This, in the light of 

the differential between the compressive and tensile proper- 

ties of bone, should provide the greatest physical stimulus 

to reconstruction in regions subjected to tensile deformation. 

Furthermore, if plastic deformation at a molecular level 

affects one region of a bone and not another, such deteriora- 

tion may secondarily induce a mobilization of material which 

may, in turn, become an  effective stimulus for reparative 

processes. In  any case, it is of interest to know how rccon- 

structive processes (activities of osteoblasts) are  directed 

to one specific locus on a bony surface rather than to another. 

The present study affirms that regions affected by tensile 
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stress, or shear, beyond the proportional limit should first 

evoke reconstructive changes. 

KO significant differerice could be demonstrated for radi- 

ally compressed bone when conipai*ed with tangentially com- 

pressed bone in either modulus or strength-wet or  dry. 

Such compressed hone had much less strength in lateral coni- 

pwessioii than parallel to fiber and it failed in simple shear.. 

Compared to the knowledge of wood or engineerin? zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAs t ruc -  
tural materials, information on bone is fragmenta3-y. 'This 

applies especially to information on toughness, i.e., tilo energy- 

absorbing properties on impact (the Evans and Lel)o\s- data 

have approached this through percentage elongation but there 

are  other methods as yet untried), on brittlcness, on shear 

aiid torsional modulus and on shear strength parallel to 

fibers. The oblique, rolling, sliding type of failure in cubes 

of bone in  lateral compression suggests an  especial weakness 

in shear parallel to fibers. This is indicated also lny conipres- 

sion tests on hollow cylinders of bone conipressed longi- 

tudinally by Carotliers, Smith and Calnbrisi, which sho~vcd 

longitudinal splitting and shear, and hy the accompanying 

figures 8C arid 8D above. The common spiral fracture in 

long bones due to torsion and fractures due to purc 1)eiiciiny 

of a bone should, in contrast, be vien.ed in tcrnis of teiiqioii 

wealiiiess. 

Bone, in the sense of this paper, is the grossly solid ossc- 
ous structural material of which the slteleton is constructed. 

Boiies, in a larger sense, have both a gross and a inicroscopic 

architecture that is determined in large part  by genetic factors, 

by growth, and by the common range of stresses hornc. T,ong 

bones, for instance, have a tubular structure; the cortex is 

thick in sonic regions and thin in others; the cross-section 

profile may he small or large and i t  may he round or tri- 

angular ; the axis connecting the centroids of successive sec- 

tions may be curved or  spiralled; and the trahecular honc 

may be heavy in regions or light. The characteristic shapc 

of long bones (Koch, '17; Thoiiipson, '42) appears to be in 

harmony with a principle of maximum possible strength 
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through an  economical use of material. The patterns of 

osteone architecture for the flat bones are  interpreted in 

this may also (Benninghoff, '25). 

Bones, however, do fail under excessive loading and im- 

pact. To explain why a given hone map fail according to 

a certain pattern it is necessary to know: (1) the character- 

istic weaknesses of the material, i.e., the relative wealmess 

in shear, in longitudinal tension and in lateral tension also, 

( 2 )  the mechanical form of the bone, and (3) the point of 

application and type of a damaging force and its magnitude 

and direction. The mechanical form of a bone is zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA;t complex 

of factors including the curvatures and shape of thc bone, 

the sectional distribution of the resistant material, thc char- 

acter of the internal pressure-equalizing system duc to the 

enclosed semifluid content of the medulla, the character of 

adjoining bones as  force transmitters, and the shock-absorb- 

ing specializations. These latter include trabeculaw hoiie, 

the enclosed marrow, the coating of periosteum and articular 

cartilage and the overlying soft tissue padding. 

The study of bone failure and the correlation with the 

properties of bony material a re  still incomplete in accounting 

for why bones break as they do under excessive impacts and 

loading, despite some attention by various investigators (Ales- 

serer, 1880 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA; Kuntscher, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA'35 ; Gurdjian and Lissner, '45, '16 ; 
Evans and Tissner, '48 ; Evan?, Lissner and Pedersen. '4s ; 
Carothers, Smith and Calabrisi, '49 ; Gurdjian, Webster and 

Lissner, '49 ; Pedersen, Evans and Tissner, '49 ; and Evans, 

Pedersen and Lissner, '51). 

SUMMARY 

Test pieces of compact bone were machined from the larger 

long bones (dry  human skeletal material) and were tested in 

compression and in tension in engineering testing machines. 

The stiffness or modulus of elasticity and the tensile and 

compressive strengths were determined f o r  both dry and 

water-soaked specimens. 
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Dry bone has less strength in tension than in compression, 

but the modulus values a re  similar. Wet bone, presumably 

like living bone, is less stiff than dry bone-especially in  

tension zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- and its strength is less, again especially in tension. 

In addition, cubes of bone were compressed longitudinally 

(parallel to fiber), radially (surface to marrow) and tan- 

gentially. No significant difference could be detected between 

radial and tangential compression for either modulus of elas- 

ticity 01’ strength - dry or wet. Both transverse axes. how- 

ever, are  less stiff and are  much wealrer than the longitudinal 

axis is for both nicasures- again both wet and dry. Bone 

thus is shown to be a non-isotropic or orthotropic material 

like wood. The findings are discussed in relation to data in the 

literature and to their significance in determining the effective 

and the weak features of bone. 
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